EUC MASTERS RETREAT

Hosted by Thin Client Computing & the Phoenix Metro CUGC

May 3-5
Hotel Adeline, Scottsdale, AZ

“Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic.”
Arthur C. Clarke

A tech retreat that gives you time to learn…
Collaborate with Peers, Colleagues and Experts
Create meaningful long-term connections….

2019’s Trending Topics:
•

Deep Dive on Practical Cloud Computing

•

Architecture and Best Practices

•

Hyper-Convergence and Software
Defined Infrastructure

with hand-picked experts on areas of interest chosen by attendees.

•

GPU, vGPU and Graphics Remoting

The goal is to develop practical understanding and skills that can

•

Best Practices in Monitoring and Support of
PROD Environments

•

Successful VDI and Application Integration

•

Practical Automation Skills

•

Security Best Practices

•

Hands-On Build Workshops

•

Emerging Technologies (IoT, Mixed Reality, Blockchain, etc.)

The EUC Masters Retreat format provides practical learning
opportunities by allowing you to work side by side with peers and

be applied immediately. Attendees, experts, facilitators, and
sponsors work together on targeted questions, challenges, skills
and technologies to share and develop understanding.

A sneak peak of how you can create magical
experiences for your end users >>

Deep Learning and Practical Skills
Friday, May 3rd
9:30-12pm		
Master Class #1
			Citrix Best Practices: DJ Eshelman
1-3:00pm		 Master Class #2
			VDI Security Best Practices: Patrick Coble

Specially invited industry experts from near and far,
including a number of Citrix CTPs, will be there to share
info, talk shop, debate and compare notes.
#WillWorkForBeer #YouAreOneofThem

3:00pm		 Hotel Check In
5:00pm		 Happy Hour
6:00pm		 Opening Ceremony, Sponsor Recognition
			Dinner & Keynote
9:00pm		
UN-Conference Kickoff
				

Saturday, May 4th

act with peers and learn from experts that we trust and respect.

7-9:00am		 Conference Breakfast
9:00am-12pm
Breakout Sessions
12 noon – 1pm
Conference Lunch
1pm-5pm		 Breakout Sessions
5pm-6:00		 Free Time
6:00-10:00pm
Dinner Groups & Special Pool Party at
			Hotel Adeline

We want a safe environment without feeling bombarded by sales

Sunday, May 5th

pitches. We want information that enhances our knowledge, skills

10am			
All Day		
3pm-5pm		

As Geeks, we want deeper information and insights, actionable
strategies and skills that we can use right away. We want to inter-

and experience. And we believe a weekend retreat in the setting
of Old Scottsdale is the ideal way to teach, learn and create long
lasting relationships.

Brunch
Breakout Sessions
Closing Session & Summary 		

Teach, Listen, Learn or Do: It’s all available in Open Space
Open Space is a simple methodology for self-organizing conferences. It relies on participation by people who have a passion for
the topics to be discussed. There are no preplanned or rigid agendas- only time slots, and appropriate spaces to work in

What do you want to learn?
It can be a presentation, a discussion, a lab, guided walk-through,
Q&A, teaching, system build or a creative team project…
You decide!

It takes a lot of time to learn a new subject well, especially when
it comes to constantly changing technologies. It requires multiple
attempts, and retries, to gain proficiency and understanding.
Wouldn’t it be so much easier, and so much more fun, to simply
get together in the same room and show each other what we have
each already worked on and learned? Imagine a dedicated weekend where everyone shares their experiences freely, you can ask
the questions that are on your mind and get real answers. You can
teach others what you have learned, poll experts or take on a task
that stretches your capabilities and requires group
collaboration to complete.

The “Rules” for Open Space Sessions:
•

Whoever shows up is exactly who should be there

•

Whatever happens is the only thing that could have

•

Whenever it starts is the right time to begin

•

When it’s over, it’s over

COSTS & LOGISTICS
Package rate of $995 includes:
•

Full Conference Registration and Access to all sessions
including the Master Classes on Friday

•

Two Nights Hotel stay at Hotel Adeline

•

Friday Reception and Dinner

•

Saturday Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

•

Saturday Night Pool Party

•

Sunday Brunch

•

Spouse/Partner can attend and receive same meals
and attend all events for $300

Note - Travel costs are not included

To register, send an email to Beth Eliason at: beth@thinclient.net

About Hotel Adeline

Hotel Adeline is a new boutique hotel that infuses eclectic
style and energy into Old Town Scottsdale, Arizona. Every visit
offers neat finds including 213 guest rooms, unique eateries
Selfmade and Good & Proper and a buzzing pool scene with
live music, lawn games and lively bar Freeystyle.
The Urban Fee ($28) will be waived so Parking, Wifi, 24x7
Gym, Bike Rentals and full Pool Access are all included at no
extra charge #SpecialDeal #CauseWe’reAwesome

www.hoteladeline.com

